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My practice is based on observing life, from distant memories to places close to my heart, 
where paintings, drawings and poems intertwine with one another. 

Writing is fundamental for the research and development of my art practice. 
Everyday, thoughts are born and mature into written form. A collection of texts exists as 
an archive of vanishing thoughts and memories that are to be revisited and created from. 
It’s part of the process that lives subtly within the titles and the works.

Fields of vibrant colours, soft shapes, and aggressive gestures create dynamic images that 
limbo between abstraction and figuration — often reminding and suggesting landscapes.
My painting practice is influenced by drawing. They each play a vital role in the same 
realm, finding balance as they coexist.



Collected fragments, 2024
Oil and coloured pencil on canvas
Dimensions variable



Collected fragments, 2024
Oil and coloured pencil on canvas
Dimensions variable



Pages extract of Estratti quotidiani, 2024
Poetry zine in Italian and English
DIN A5, 20 pages



Forest bathing against stress, 2024
Oil paint and colored pencil on canvas
30 × 50 cm



Lì fermo a guardare l’orizzonte, 2024
Oil paint and colored pencil on canvas
45 × 35 cm



Sott’acqua / Ammollo, 2024
Oil paint and colored pencil on canvas
30 × 40 cm



I miss the summer not the heat, 2024
Oil paint and colored pencil on canvas
40 × 60 cm



A natural wall surrounds us
A cocoon made of rocks

Warm,   safe,    isolated

I pierce these sky touching walls
from north to south (back and forth)
from south to north (back and forth)
to travel
to search
to see
to collect roots  (fragmented)

from my mother’s land
 neon
 green
 grass

from my father’s land
 dry
 yellow
 grass

Once I leave
I’ll glue on my skin
every piece I found

Collecting family roots, 2024
Poem



Millennial pink polo of my childhood dreams, 2024
Oil paint and colored pencil on paper
48 × 36 cm



Drawings, 2023 ongoing
Colored pencil on paper
14.8 × 21 cm each



Untitled, A cloud slowly covered my body, Pointing tips protect the inside, 2023
Oil paint and colored pencil on canvas
30 × 40 cm each



Sotto il sole dorato, 2023
Oil paint, oil stick and colored pencil on canvas
30 × 40 cm



Open sky terrarium, Undiscovered roots under my feet, 2023
Oil paint and colored pencil on canvas
30 × 40 cm each



Alarm clock, 2023
Poem

Beep…beeep…beeeeep!
Someone’s in the street
and I’m still under my sheets.

A dirty white truck passes by,
waking me up, ugh, every time!

A muffled voice through a megaphone
screams about products in a loud annoying tone.
 
Blankets
Towels
Duvets

A moving market beneath your house,
an unnoticed wake-up call
to start the day,
whether you want it or not.



Digging into water, 2023
Colored pencil on raw canvas
50 × 70 cm



Dopo il bagno sdraiati sulla riva del mare, 2023
Liquid watercolours, threads, safety pins
55 x 100 cm



Großes Torfmoor, 2023
Watercolor and colored pencil on raw canvas
27 × 33.5 cm



Drawings, 2023
Colored pencil on paper
14.8 × 21 cm each



Sembra di nuotare ai tropici!, 2023
Oil on canvas
50 × 70 cm



Boiling ground, 2023
Acrylic and oil paint on canvas
50 × 70 cm



Pages extract of La vita tra rovine moderne, 2023
Poetry zine in Italian and English
DIN A5, 24 pages



Night Flowers’ Pond, 2022
Water soluble pastels and acrylic paint, grey fabric
120 × 155 cm



Pink Dust, 2022
Oil on canvas
40 × 40 cm



Waterfall, 2022
Fabrics, acrylic paint, water soluble pastels, safety pins, clear fishing wire 
Dimensions variable
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